Imitation Stones

G2

Glass Stones:

We attempt to carry as wide a range as possible. Please check with us to make sure we
have stock of the size and colour you require.
Please Note:
1. Availability
Availability- Depending on market demands, fashion trends and production
constraints some colours may not be available at all times.
2. Colours - We stock:
A. Standard Colours - these are the colours that we regularly hold in most sizes
and are usually readily available.
B. Special Colours - these are colours that we stock when we can source them
and as such may not be readily available in all sizes at all times.
Please call to check size and colour availablility.
We also carry a range of Vintage Stones. Please contact us for details.

Chatons:
Faceted with shaped back
Sizes (SS) - 2, 3, 3.5, 5.5, 9.5, 11.5, 12, 14, 15, 15.5, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24,
25, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 44, 47, 48, 60, 75.
Standard Colours - crystal, topaz, smoke topaz, light colorado topaz, light amethyst, amethyst, jet, light sapphire, sapphire, montana, black diamond, olivine,
peridot, emerald, aquamarine, blue zircon, capri blue, rose, light rose, fuchsia,
jonquil, hyacinth, light siam, siam, garnet.
Special Colours - alexandrite, indian sapphire, oriental ruby, cardinal, green
turmaline, white, romance en bleu, romance en gris, romance au martin.
Coatings - AB finish is available in most of the standard colours above.

Note:

Jewellers Packs are available incorporating over 900 stones of various
sizes from SS2 to SS22. Only in Crystal. A cost effective way of buying stones
for repair purposes. Ask for details.

Pears:
Faceted with shaped back
Standard Sizes - 6x3.6, 8x4.8, 10x6, 13x7.8.
Special Sizes - 14x10, 18x13.
Standard Colours - crystal, topaz, smoke topaz, light colorado topaz, light amethyst, amethyst, jet, light sapphire, sapphire, montana, black diamond,
olivsine, peridot, emerald, aquamarine, blue zircon, capri blue, jonquil, light
siam, siam.
Special Colours - rose, turmaline, alexandrite, indian sapphire, pink
wave, white wave, blue wave, green wave, aqua wave, pink/emerald,
sapphire/ruby, peridot/jonquil.
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